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St. Martin s Griffin, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. On a small, unnamed coral atoll in the South Pacific, a group of
troubled dreamers must face the possibility that the hopes they ve labored after so single-mindedly
might not lead them to the happiness they feel they were promised. Ann and Richard, an aspiring,
Los Angeles power couple, are already sensing the cracks in their version of the American dream
when their life unexpectedly implodes, leading them to brashly run away from home to a Robinson
Crusoe idyll. Dex Cooper, lead singer of the rock band, Prospero, is facing his own slide from
greatness, experimenting with artistic asceticism while accompanied by his sexy, young, and
increasingly entrepreneurial muse, Wende. Loren, the French owner of the resort sauvage, has
made his own Gauguin-like retreat from the world years before, only to find that the modern world
has become impossible to disconnect from. Titi, descendent of Tahitian royalty, worker, and
eventual inheritor of the resort, must fashion a vision of the island s future that includes its
indigenous people, while her partner, Cooked, is torn between anarchy and lust. By...
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Most of these book is the perfect pdf readily available. It normally will not expense a lot of. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this
publication to find out.
-- Dejua n Yost-- Dejua n Yost

This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. it was writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- K ur tis Pa r isia n-- K ur tis Pa r isia n
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